Email the project coordinator at lisabdonlan@hotmail.com to express your interest in and commitment to working on this pilot program. You are encouraged to print, copy, and distribute the form below in your school community. Forms not scanned and emailed can be brought to CEC 1, 166 Essex St., Rm. 126, New York, NY 10002.

I would like to participate in (please check one:)

☐ PS 15 Enrichment Planning Work Group:
plan out school-based engagement and the educational enhancement and magnetization of PS 15

☐ Family Resource Center Planning Work Group:
plan a community-wide Family Resource Center that will facilitate the equitable implementation of the SES Integration-conscious student assignment and choice-based school admissions policy; with particular focus on the types of families the Resource Center support will target

☐ Socioeconomic, Diversity-Conscious Student Assignment Planning Work Group:
formulate and test an effective and equitable SES integration conscious student assignment and target school choice based admissions policy

☐ Program Monitoring and Evaluation Work Group:
identify the timeline, methodology, quantitative and qualitative data and information and metrics that will document and assess the implementation of the SES Integration Pilot

My Name: ________________________________________________________________

Email Address (Please Print Clearly): __________________________________________

Phone Number: __________________________________________________________________

School/Agency Affiliation: __________________________________________________________________